
A simple change. A powerful solution. 

The day-to-day success of a Fixed Base Operator demands laser-focus 
on accommodating the client. From the time passengers first engage 
with your company to the moment you deliver them safely to their 
ultimate destination, their safety, comfort and convenience is your 
responsibility. Trust is everything; there is no margin 

for error. A mistake or oversight at any point can cause untold 
damage to your business. That is why the meticulous cleaning 

protocols you put in place during the Covid-19 pandemic are 
certain to become part of everyday operations in the post-Covid era. 

Simply put, there has never been a smarter time to make the switch 
from conventional  chemical cleaners and disinfectants to H2O3’s 
water-based Stabilized Aqueous Ozone (SAO).  

A Powerful Solution 

The EPA, FDA and CDC have recognized SAO’s superior pathogen-inactivating properties for decades. It destroys 
viruses and bacteria—including SARS, MRSA, E. coli and Covid-19—on ALL topical surfaces. An 
H2O3 system produces a limitless, on-demand supply of powerful cleaning 
and sanitizing product using your current tap water and 

electricity. It is ideal for application in aircraft interiors, 
lobbies and guest amenities…but that’s just the start.  

H2O3 
Get on the right side of science.



With an H2O3 SAO system in place, your company can: 

• Offer clients superior “Tip to Tail” interior sanitizing service between flights 

• Mitigate  passenger allergies, odor sensitivities and skin conditions that are  often triggered  
by cleaning products 

• Inactivate all pathogens on luggage and parcels, including handles, straps and zippers  

• Simplify cleaning protocols for lounges, meeting spaces and waiting areas  

• Eliminate 95 to 100% of cleaning and janitorial chemicals 

• Reduce waste and free up valuable storage space 

• Deliver sustainability that your customers can see and appreciate 

• Actively promote and monetize on-site SAO as part of your suite of services 

A Simple Change 

H2O3’s SAO unit installs quickly and produces on-site stabilized aqueous ozone. It uses an inexpensive, long-lasting 
cartridge in addition to your current water and electricity, ensuring a quick return on investment that keeps 
giving year after year. SAO is 100% safe and appropriate for bar and food prep areas, and because it is stabilized for 
up to 24 hours, provides active sanitization in standard spray bottles for aircraft cleaning crews, limo drivers and 
hospitality staff: Refill the bottles at the beginning of each day and your staff is good to go! There is no easier, safer or 
more cost-effective way to ensure the well-being and peace of mind of your passengers.  

For more information on H2O3 call or email us at 
(773) 251-7111 • Information.Sales@H2O3Solutions.com 

www.H2O3Solutions.com 

H203 lets your customers, staff and business partners know that you are 

safe, sound, clean and green… 

…and on the right side of science.  


